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EU Statement 

Other HC/SG country reports 

 

Mr. President,   

I have the honour to speak on behalf of the European Union. 

The following countries align themselves with this statement: the former Yugoslav Republic of 

Macedonia, Iceland, Serbia, Albania and Liechtenstein and the Republic of Moldova. 

The European Union commends the efforts of the Office of the High Commissioner for Human 

Rights to promote the debate on a moratorium on the death penalty and to advocate for the respect 

of human rights in all cases of individuals facing the death penalty. The EU is particularly 

concerned at the recent lifting of the moratorium in Pakistan and the expansion of the use of the 

death penalty in Indonesia and some other countries. The EU is opposed to the death penalty in all 

circumstances and calls on all States to introduce or re-establish a moratorium on the death penalty 

as a first step towards its complete abolition.   

The EU values the work of the OHCHR at country level and appreciates the reports presented by 

the Secretary General and the High Commissioner to the Human Rights Council. These country 

reports provide a highly relevant contribution to the work of this Council. 

The EU welcomes the reports on the work of the offices in Colombia and Guatemala and their 

crucial role in assisting those governments in their efforts to protect respect and promote human 

rights. 

The EU welcomes the High Commissioner's report on the situation in Afghanistan, expresses 

concern about the increase of conflict-related civilian victims, and encourages the Government of 

Afghanistan to follow-up to the recommendations it contains.  
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The EU further welcomes the High Commissioner's report on Libya, fully shares its appeal to all 

parties to the conflict to end hostilities and, through an inclusive political dialogue, to build a State 

based on respect for human rights and rule of law. 

EU Ministers of Foreign Affairs have underlined that the dialogue needs to make a decisive 

breakthrough now as a failure to reach a political agreement would jeopardize Libya's unity and the 

goals of the February revolution, including respect for human rights. They urged all parties to live 

up to their responsibility and participate constructively to the UN-led dialogue process to ensure the 

rapid formation of a government of national unity, to fully implement a ceasefire and to abstain 

from actions that may derail the dialogue process.   

The European Union would like to draw attention to the reports concerning the human rights 

situation in the occupied Palestinian territory and the occupied Syrian Golan.   

The EU strongly condemns the loss of over a thousand civilian lives, among them many women and 

children, in last summer's hostilities in and around the Gaza Strip. While recognizing Israel’s 

legitimate right to defend itself against any attack, the EU recalls the obligation that military 

operations be proportionate and in line with international humanitarian law. Alleged violations and 

abuses of international human rights law and international humanitarian law by all sides must be 

investigated in accordance with international standards, to ensure accountability. The EU takes note 

of Israel's steps to implement the recommendations of the Turkel commission in this regard and 

encourages further steps. 

The EU remains concerned about the dire humanitarian situation in the Gaza Strip and calls the 

parties to reach a durable ceasefire based on their agreement of 26 August 2014, to lift restrictions 

on socio-economic development and fully implement the temporary mechanism for monitoring and 

verification  of reconstruction materials. A sustainable political solution including the end of the 

Gaza closure is the best way to address Israel's legitimate security concerns, epitomized by 

indiscriminate rocket attacks from Gaza, that the EU strongly condemns. 

The EU is also worried by the high level of casualties in the West Bank including East Jerusalem 

during 2014, and stresses the need for accountability for the possible excessive use of force, 

including against journalists, during law enforcement and security operations, as well as for 

recurrent violence by some settlers. The EU is also worried about attacks against Israeli citizens.  
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The EU is also alarmed by the resumption of demolitions of family homes of Palestinians accused 

of terror attacks and reiterates its concern about Palestinian prisoners and administrative detainees 

in Israeli jails, notably minors.  

The EU recalls that long term stability and security in both Israel and the occupied Palestinian 

territory  are only sustainable if human rights and international humanitarian law are fully respected 

by all. It reiterates that settlements and the separation barrier, (where built on occupied land) are 

illegal under international law. They constitute an obstacle to peace, undermine the two-state 

solution, negatively impact the human rights of Palestinians, and can also entail forced transfer of 

civilian population. In this regard the EU deeply deplores evictions as well as the demolition of 

homes and of humanitarian structures.  

The EU calls on the implementation in the Gaza Strip of the de facto moratorium on the death 

penalty, as put in place by the Palestinian Authority to demonstrate that the Palestinian National 

Consensus Government is committed to the protection and promotion of human rights. 

The EU calls on the parties to ensure that Israeli and Palestinian human rights defenders and 

organisations can carry out their work without restrictions. The EU believes that everyone should be 

able to exercise the legitimate right to engage in peaceful demonstrations. 

The EU calls on Israel to fully cooperate with the Human Rights Council, including through issuing 

a standing invitation to all UN Special Procedures, and allow access to the occupied territory so that 

UN mechanisms can engage with all duty bearers.  

 

 


